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Every  two days I walk up 
to 3 hours to see how my 

cows are doing 

Every year I loose at least 
two cows because they were 

stuck in the ditch and died

I am never totally certain 
that my cows are well, this 
uncertainty is stressful to 

me  

Exactly knowing the hours 
my cows have been 

grazing outside is not 
accurate and is time-
intensive paper work



Free nature grazing allows cows and 
other animals to graze in a big natural 
environment

Pasture Management in order 
to evaluate if certain parts of 
pasture are more intensively 
grazed then other parts  

Milk from pasture
the sensolus solutions allows the farmer 
easy and direct digital proof on individual 
cow basis to suit the “milk from pasture 
requirements”. 

Every  two days I 
walk up to 3 

hours to see how 
my cows are 

doing 

Exactly knowing the 
hours my cows have 

been grazing outside is 
not accurate and is time-

intensive paper work



Location tracking solution

Extreme long 
battery

Follow the 
journey

of your cow

Gets alerts 
when cows 

behave strange

On every moment, 
know the location of 

your cow

One tracker per cow, 

full location insight per cow and 

livestock dedicated alert system

+



Location tracker

inside and 
outside location

tracking

Long battery life
Up to 2 years 

without recharging

100% self 
installation, direct 

connection to 
cloud platform

Low power tracking on Sigfox network



Farm Meersschaert, 
Verdronken Land van Saeftinghe, Belgium

Free nature grazing



Remote monitoring of grazing cow: insights

Location update: 
know on any moment where the cows are 
located

Journey of the individual cow: 
Insights on the individual cow walking 
pattern



Remote monitoring of grazing cow: insights

Geozone located insights: 
Get specific insights about cows
visiting (self-defined) 
geozones level

Dedicated alerts: 
Get alerts when cows behave strange 
(e.g. not moving for a self-defined amount of 
hours, not visiting a geozone within a certain 
amount of hours

cow_no_motion

cow 44



Remote monitoring of grazing cow: insights

Activity insights: 
Get specific insights about the activity of 
cows



Adaptable to other needs
Remote profile configuration: 
Attached to another collar the tracker can 
also be attached to another animal for 
tracking and will work perfectly. 

Sharing of data via API: 
The farmer owns the data. 
The location data can be integrated in 
other applications via their API access or 
aggregated with other farmer’s data for 
more insights 



Feedback of farmers testing the system

Our Vision

Optimize Time Management
Farmer indicates physical time spent 
on the field looking for cows on a 
daily basis significantly decreased 
due to the on-line tracking and 
positioning device

Stress Release
The ability to track and know the 
position of each animal at any time 
significantly decreases the perceived 
stress level of the farmer. 

Economic value through proven ROI
Within the test period, 2 cows that were 
trapped, have been saved from death. 
This means a recovered potential revenue 
loss of +/- 5000 Euro compared to a small 
investment for the tracking solution.



The Sensolus remote monitoring of grazing 
cows is developed with help of
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